The Fuglede property extends to * -hyponormal Banach algebra elements, and certain Banach algebra elements are approximated by self-commutators.
Introduction
In this note we show that the * -hyponormal operators of Kirsti Mattila have the Fuglede property of Victor Shulman, and make an extension to Banach algebra elements of a self-commutator approximation result of Duggal and Maher: unlike them we have no need to assume that the Palmer subspace is closed under multiplication.
Suppose throughout that A is a complex Banach algebra, with identity 1, and dual space A † : then the numerical range characterizes C * algebras [7] . Since [1, Lemma 5.7 ] 
We claim that the Palmer subspace is actually a Lie subalgebra of A, relative to the usual bracket
(0.8) 
Theorem 1. If A is arbitrary then
Self-adjoint operators on Banach spaces have a certain "range kernel orthogonality": we write for subspaces E, 4) and [4] for operators S, T ∈ B( X) 
(1.6) this at once applies to hermitian T . We shall describe T ∈ ReimB( X) as "Fuglede" ( [8] ; [4, Definition 6]) provided
now a nice proof of Sinclair's theorem is given [3, Corollary 7] by Fong, who uses the same argument to show [3, Lemma 3, Theorem A] that normal operators are both self-orthogonal and Fuglede:
T normal
Here a ∈ A is said to be normal iff a = h + ik with mutually commuting h, k ∈ Re( A); equivalently a and a * commute. to a ∈ A and b ∈ B we can associate the generalized derivation
(1.9)
The self-orthogonality of T = L a − R a on M = A is [5] in some sense a quantitative version of the Wielandt-Wintner result that no commutator of bounded operators can ever be the identity, consigning all discussion of Heisenberg uncertainty to the realm of unbounded operators. We have been unable to extend (1.8) to "hyponormal" elements, but Kirsti Mattila has extended the first part to what she calls " * -hyponormal" operators: 
and hence for arbitrary m ∈ M there is implication 
Proof. The trick [2] is to note
From Lemma 1, (5.1) and the left-hand side of (5.2) we have (6.1) and if also We have been unable to settle Problem 7. If T ∈ B( X) is * -hyponormal then T is self-orthogonal?
By (3.2) it would be sufficient to show that 
